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Jackson Lewis Move May Sway BigLaw On
Associate Billables
By Scott Flaherty

Law360, New York (November 18, 2014, 7:25 PM ET) -- Jackson Lewis PC announced
Tuesday that it plans to stop using billable hours in evaluating associates, instead looking to
factors like efficiency and effectiveness, a move that experts say could spur other firms to
rethink their own associate evaluations.

Jackson Lewis Chairman Vincent Cino on Tuesday confirmed the move away from billable
hours, which will take effect in January, telling Law360 that the decision to stop using
billable hours to rate associates or award bonuses falls in line with the firm's goals of
providing efficient service to clients.

Saying “the billable hour that's been talked about for 20 years is coming to an end,” Cino
added that Jackson Lewis has been a leader in the industry when it comes to providing
alternative fee arrangements to clients, who are increasingly looking for certainty in their
legal budgets. Removing billable hours from the process of evaluating associates, Cino said,
is something the firm views as a logical next move.

“This is another step, again aligning our interests with our clients' interests,” Cino said.

Legal industry experts said that many in the field have criticized billable hours as an
evaluating tool and have taken into account other factors when evaluating associates. But
Jackson Lewis appears to be stepping into untrod ground by committing to avoid billables
altogether in associate reviews.

“What Jackson Lewis is doing is highly unconventional,” said John Remsen Jr. of
TheRemsenGroup, a legal consulting firm. Most firms, he added, remain “hard-wired to that
billable hour, especially at the associate level.”

In a statement released Tuesday detailing aspects of Jackson Lewis' new approach, the firm
said that instead of using billable hour reports to evaluate associates, it will instead
consider factors like efficiency, responsiveness, pro bono work and overall quality.

“While clients will continue to receive hourly invoices for associate legal work, the rationale
behind the firm’s move away from the billable hour is to further incentivize associates to
achieve positive results in the most efficient manner,” the Jackson Lewis statement said.

Remsen — whose consulting practice works most closely with midsize and small
commercial firms — said that while Jackson Lewis is setting a path forward and BigLaw
tends to outpace the rest of the industry in innovating, it may be quite some time before
other firms adopt similar approaches.

“It's certainly going to stir up a lot of attention,” Remsen said, referring to the Jackson
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Lewis announcement. “But I don't see it happening among smaller and midsize law firms” in
the near term.

Still, Remsen said Jackson Lewis' move is likely to generate discussion at firms, among
partners and associates, and even at law school job-placement offices. Other industry
experts suggested that, depending on how the Jackson Lewis move plays out, other firms
might start to rethink the extent to which they rely on billable hours to evaluate more
junior lawyers.

“The industry has been trying to move toward a different measure of value for a number of
years,” said Joshua Fireman, president of the legal industry consulting firm Fireman & Co.

Since Jackson Lewis operates in the labor and employment sphere — in which clients and
outside counsel may place a stronger emphasis on efficiency as compared to other
practices — the firm has a “great opportunity” to set a course for others in the industry to
follow, according to Fireman.

“Labor and employment practices, as a general rule, value efficiency over most other
practices,” he said. “What we may see are firms, like Jackson Lewis, that focus more on
how they can measure efficiencies.”

In addition to the potential benefit of lining up more closely with the interests of corporate
clients looking for stable legal budgets and efficient service, industry experts suggested
that firms might consider a move away from using billable hours in evaluating associates
for another reason — helping to recruit and retain young talent.

As Fireman and his colleague Ron Friedmann, a senior consultant at Fireman & Co.,
explained, many firms claim to look at billable hours as one of the last factors in evaluating
associates. But even in those firms, associates sometimes feel that the number of hours
they bill does have a significant impact on their evaluations and bonus awards.

If Jackson Lewis, as part of its move away from billable hours, sets out transparent criteria
and sticks to those factors when it evaluates associates, it may be a boon for the firm's
efforts to attract young legal talent, according to Fireman.

Friedmann added that, since associates typically don't have direct control over the number
of hours they're billing, they may look favorably on an evaluation system that rates them
based on the quality of their work and feedback from clients, rather than putting a heavy
weight on billables.

“It makes sense to evaluate them on what they do have control over,” said Friedmann. “If
you're thinking about an ideal system … part of that discussion should be based on how that
lawyer is performing.”

--Editing by John Quinn and Mark Lebetkin.
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